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Austrian wine has witnessed a renaissance in the past decade, establishing an international reputation for quality that has 
been hard earned by the dedication and commitment to quality shown by a select group of winemakers. One such producer 
is Weingut Prager - one of the most important and acclaimed wine making estates in the Wachau, arguably Austria’s finest 
vineyard area for plantings of Grüner Veltliner and Riesling. 
The long history of the estate dates back hundreds of years, but in the past three decades Prager has played, and continues 
to play, a leading role in the development of the wine industry in Wachau. 
During the 1980s Franz Prager was instrumental in establishing the ‘Vinea Wachau’, an association of local winemakers 
that Franz was president of until 1988. A key part of the association is their ‘Codex Wachau’ - a code of practice and 
promise of quality that is indicative of the attitude found at the region’s best estates. The code focusses on six tenets: 
strictest control of origin, bans on additives, artificial concentration, aromatisers or breaking wine into fractions. The 
document finishes by insisting that wines are made with “Nature and nothing else”, and this creed has manifested itself in 
the organic viticulture practiced by many of the code’s adherents.
Since the early 1990s Toni Bodenstein (Franz’s son in law) has been in charge of the domaine, taking the quality of wines 
at Prager and the understanding of the Wachau terroir, to new levels. His central philosophy is to respect the individuality 
of the various microclimates and vineyard sites in the Wachau and his tireless work in this field has led to improvements in 
his own wines and the understanding of Wachau as a viticultural area. Thanks to the work of Toni and his contemporaries, 
the 12 mile strech of vineyards that makes up the Wachau region now has over 900 different named sites - and you thought 
Burgundy was complicated!
The landholdings of the Prager estate stretch to 13 hectares, split between plantings of Riesling (70%) and Grüner Veltliner 
(30%). There are also some small plots of Sauvignon Blanc, but Toni’s energies are primarily focused on the prime, 
often very steep, vineyard sites near Weißenkirchen, where the Danube river creates ideal conditions for the cultivation of 
Austria’s two most important white varietals.

Wachau is recognised as being Austria’s foremost region for the 
cultivation of the Grüner Veltliner and Riesling varieties, although in 
total it represents just 3% of the country’s vineyard area. 
The river valley benefits from the moderating influence of the Danube,  
cool northernly winds and dry conditions that allow for a long growing 
season. These factors combine to ensure that the fruit will acheive 
excellent ripeness levels (often with potential alcohol levels of 15%+) 
and  the resulting wines are usually dry and full bodied. The best 
vineyards are to be found on the northern bank, with Grüner planted 
in the lower sites closer to the river and Riesling often in the higher 
vineyards towards the top of the steep slopes.
The local wines have their own classification system in addition to the 
‘Prädikatswein’ designations (Auslese, TBA etc). ‘Steinfeder’ refers to 
a lighter, early drinking style (up to 11% ABV), ‘Federspeil’ is made 
from riper grapes and gives wines of fuller body (up to 12.5% ABV) 
and ‘Smaragd’ is age worthy and fuller still (12.5%+ ABV).

THE WINES OF PRAGER
THE ESTATE



THE WINES OF PRAGER
GRUNER VELTLINER

Grüner Veltliner is Austria’s most famous grape and, as an indigenous varietal, it holds a special place in the hearts and 
minds of many Austrian winemakers. Since the push for quality began in the 80s, a number of top estates have taken 
Grüner very seriously and have regularly produced white wines that age superbly. About 1/3 of all vines planted in Austria 
today are Grüner and it is in the vineyards to the west of Vienna (particulalry those in the Wachau) that Grüner reaches its 
apex. 
The wines are bright, fresh, crisp and complex, with excellent terroir definition. This sense of place is reflected in the 
nuances on the palate - vivid minerality, focused and intense green and citrus fruit, or a gentle peppery note on the finish.

Tonight we will taste Prager’s Grüner Veltliner from his renowned Achleiten vineyard.

1:2007 Grüner Veltliner ‘Achleiten’ Smaragd    Case price (X12)   £359.40 (£29.95 per btl)
14% ABV

2: 2006 Grüner Veltliner ‘Achleiten’ Smaragd    Case price (X12)   £359.40 (£29.95 per btl)
13.5% ABV

3: 2007 Grüner Veltliner ‘Achleiten Stokkulter’ Smaragd   Case price (X12)   £419.40 (£34.95 per btl)
13% ABV



THE WINES OF PRAGER
RIESLING

Riesling is one of those grape varieties that inspires awe in many wine drinkers, as the sheer range of styles and sense of 
terroir that it communicates make it a noble variey indeed. It has adapted over time to create wonderful wines in places 
as diverse as Germany (all over), France (Alsace), Australia (Eden & Clare) and beyond - each region producing wines of 
individuality that combine the imprint of their birthplace with the inimitable signature of Riesling.
In Austria, Riesling has again established a unique personality. The climatic and geographic conditions of the region yield 
wines full of body and texture like those of Alsace, with the crisp minerality and precision of their German counterparts.

Tonight’s tasting will provide a fascinating look at how Prager’s different vineyard sites are reflected through the prism of 
this wonderful grape.

Flight two:

4: 2007 Riesling ‘Steinriegel’ Smaragd     Case price (X12)   £347.40 (£28.95 per btl)
14% ABV

5: 2006 Riesling ‘Steinriegel’ Smaragd    Case price (X12)   £347.40 (£28.95 per btl)
13.5% ABV

Flight three:

6: 2007 Riesling ‘Achleiten’ Smaragd     Case price (X12)   £359.40 (£29.95 per btl)
14% ABV

7: 2006 Riesling ‘Achleiten’ Smaragd    Case price (X12)   £347.40 (£28.95 per btl)
13.5% ABV


